CHAPTER 2

PUBLIC SERVICE

CORPORATION
1903–1927

Figure 8 – The Public Service Logo representing the three
utilities owned by the company—Gas, Electric, and Traction.
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CREATION OF PUBLIC SERVICE
A public utility is a business that provides the public with necessities like water,
gas, electricity, natural gas, and telephone service. They can be privately or
publicly owned, but most operate as private businesses. The first public utility
in New Jersey provided gas and began with the start of the Paterson Gas Light
Company and the Newark Gas Light Company, both of which opened in 1847.
Since a public utility generally has a monopoly on the service provided, they
are generally regulated by federal, state, and local governments. Until the 1930s
this regulation was minimal.

Figure 9 – Newark Electric Light &
Power Co., Market Street Plant, 1899

The first electrical utility in New Jersey and the
first “central station” was the Newark Electric
Light and Power Company, incorporated in 1882.
The company offered arc lighting and power for
motors up to five horsepower within one mile of
its Market Street plant, and advertised that they
could “furnish electric light for stores, factories,
and public buildings on the most favorable
terms.”26 Demand grew steadily, and in 1891 the
company added a second plant on the Passaic
River to keep pace with demand. By 1895 Newark
and the surrounding area were serviced by eight
electrical companies. Their territories overlapped,
forcing competition among the companies for a
share of the business.27
Streetcars or trolleys began using electric traction
motors in the 1880s, replacing the less powerful
horses. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, streetcar lines were being swallowed
up by railroads in an effort to control the
transportation industry.
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By 1903 these separate trolley lines, about 96 in total, had been consolidated
throughout the state into 12 large traction companies.28
It was in 1903 that a tragic incident involving a streetcar became the catalyst
for the start of the Public Service empire. The affair was vividly described in
Fortune Magazine:
It began with a tragedy in Newark. The morning of Thursday, February
19, 1903, was a icy morning and there was no sand on the tracks ahead
of Motorman Pete Brady, operating a northbound Clifton Avenue trolley
of the North Jersey Street Railway Co. His car was jammed so tightly
with over 100 children on their way to the Barringer High School that he
could scarcely contort himself enough to turn the long brass handle that
tightened his brake chain. As he started on the down grade at Orange
Street he saw the safety gates go down along the tracks of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western Railroad. But without sand to get a grip and
without chance to brake his car there was very little he could do about
it….Peter Brady’s car and the engine of the Lackawanna train reached
Figure 10 – A Public Service railway
promotional brochure from the turn
of the 20th Century.

the crossing at just about the same time. The crash split the trolley in
two. The bottom half stayed on the tracks; the top half was crushed into a
powder of wood and glass.29

Nine children died in the accident and over 20 more were seriously injured.
The tragic scene drew the attention of Newark’s mayor and others. The
accident was the subject of a grand jury inquiry, which “returned indictments
for manslaughter against all seven members of the Executive Committee of
the Board of Directors of the North Jersey Street Railway Co., and against four
employees.” The executive committee represented the Philadelphia company
ownership, consisting of several very prominent Philadelphians associated
with railroading and gas production and supply; they were considered
the leaders in traction finance, controlling companies in New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, New York, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. The cases were never
brought to trial because of the legal manipulations of those involved.30
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The incident was quickly forgotten; however,
it was revealed that the North Jersey Street
Railway Co. finances were a disgrace—the
value of the stock was diluted, the operation of
the properties dismal, and the finances were
an embarrassment. This discovery caused a
financial panic among investors in New Jersey’s
traction companies.31 To make matters worse, two
of New Jersey’s most important companies at that
time, Prudential Insurance Company of America
and Fidelity Trust Company of Newark, had
substantial investments, including those made
with investors’ money, in the traction companies.
Thomas Nesbitt McCarter, Attorney General of
New Jersey, and son of the Tom McCarter, Sr., a
partner in the law firm McCarter, Williamson &
McCarter, saw a solution to this financial debacle.
Along with his two brothers, Uzal, executive
Figure 11 – The Public Service network of streetcars was composed of more than
manager of the Fidelity Trust and a director of
100 predecessor companies. Ultimately, the system consisted of 900 miles of
Prudential, and Robert, a lawyer at his father’s
electric railway tract that that reached 147 municipalities in New Jersey
firm, Thomas determined that the solution for
the economic stability was to consolidate gas,
electricity, and traction in New Jersey into a single company. This consolidation
made sense because often traction companies already produced their own
power. The state had the right qualities for such a venture: it was located
between New York and Philadelphia, two of the three largest cities in the
country; its area was small; its population was fairly densely distributed;
and its capital, Trenton, was just 34 miles from Philadelphia. In addition, the
commerce between New York and Philadelphia cut across the state, which
facilitated local production, making New Jersey sixth in the nation in value
of products manufactured. McCarter expertly laid out his plan to the railway
company owners, bringing the Philadelphia companies that owned the street
railways in New Jersey on board.
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McCarter suggested that he and a few investors lease the smaller public utility and street railway companies
for an extended period of time (900-999 years) and manage them under one company. The scheme was
intended to streamline operations and provide financial security and encourage reinvestment. As Electrical
World observed, such a consolidation would provide better service “by dealing with operative problems as a
whole instead of in dissociated fragments, and by giving the whole system a financial stability and relieving
it from the hand-to-mouth existence that has been the fate of many a small company.”32 The magazine also
pointed out that linking the formerly independent power stations would make it easier to provide continuous
service to customers.

Thomas Nesbitt McCarter:
Founder of the Public
Service Corporation

McCarter resigned from his position as attorney general, and, with the help of colleagues in addition to his
own money, amassed an initial $10 million. On May 6, 1903, less than 90 days after the tragedy at Newark,
the Public Service Corporation was formed. With the start of the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey
on June 3, the company acquired four street-railway companies and one electrical company in quick
succession. At the age of 35, Thomas Nesbitt McCarter became the company’s first president.32 The motto
of the new company summed up McCarter’s vision: To Develop the State of New Jersey and to Make It a
Better Place to Live.34

On May 6, 1903, the Public Service Corporation was formed.
Thomas N. McCarter (1867-1955) was born in Newark, New Jersey, on October
20, 1867. After graduating from Princeton University in 1888, he studied law at
Columbia Law School. McCarter practiced law in partnership with others and his
own firm from 1891 until 1902, when he withdrew from general practice to accept
the position of general counsel for Fidelity Trust Company of Newark. He served
as judge of the First District Court in Newark from 1896 to 1899, was elected
to the State Senate in 1899, and became state attorney general in 1902. A year
later McCarter resigned as attorney general to become a founder of the Public
Service Corporation and its first president. Public Service was formed through the
acquisition and consolidation of various public utilities spanning the transportation,
gas, and electric sectors. Under McCarter’s leadership Public Service Corporation
and its subsidiaries would become one of the nation’s largest public utilities. He
remained the president of the Public Service companies until 1939, when he
became chairman of the board of directors. In 1945, after more than 40 years, with
the company, McCarter retired at the age of 78. Thomas N. McCarter, who was
known as the “firebrand” of the utility industry, was instrumental in the formation
and growth of the Public Service Corporation.
Figure 12 – Thomas Nesbitt McCarter
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Consolidating the distinct utilities in New Jersey, including transit, electricity, and gas, strengthened the
system and made it more reliable. The acquisition program spearheaded by McCarter continued for
nearly a decade. From 1903 to 1907, Public Service continued to lease public utility companies, make
improvements to their physical plants, and manage them. Public Service’s aggressive acquisition totaled
113 transportation companies and 149 electrical and gas companies.35
In 1903 the electrical interests of Public Service included 20 central power plants, each of which was
independent with no interconnection to one another; its largest generator produced only 1,800 kilowatts.36
Eventually, Public Service would acquire more than 500 gas, electrical, and transportation businesses.37
Initially, profits from the electricity portion of the company came mostly from street lighting as opposed
to domestic consumers. As a result the company, like other utility firms, sought to expand its customer
base by building more infrastructure and creating a unified distribution system. This in turn would
expand areas where electricity was available and the ability to supply future customers with reliable and
affordable power. In 1906 Public Service built its first steam power plant at the Marion (Hackensack River)
Generating Station near Jersey City, which operated at 13,000 kilowatts but was designed for an ultimate
capacity of 64,000 kilowatts. The Marion Generating Station was intended both to relieve the demand
Public Service Corporation 1903-1927
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placed upon Public Service’s other central generating plants and provide a
backup for emergencies.38 By 1927 Public Service’s generating capacity stood
at 575,000 kilowatts.39
Under McCarter’s leadership, Public Service, and later PSE&G, steadily
developed its electricity distribution to create a 13,200-volt transmission system
that was efficiently linked to a network of generating lines and substations.
Inefficient plants were replaced with homogeneous facilities to create a higher
degree of efficiency and reliability, unify the system, and broaden the scale
and distribution of power. The resulting network could produce more electricity
at a reduced cost. All of the plants, with the exception of Morris, Boonton, and
Hoboken, were interconnected by 1906, although most generated electricity at a
maximum of 6,660 volts, which was then stepped up to 13,200 volts.40

the Public Service Gas Company and the Public Service Electric Company,
respectively, just prior to the broadening of the scope of the State Railway
Commission to be the New Jersey State Board of Public Utility Commissioners
(PUC).41 Separating each division into individual management companies
effectively excluded the parent company from regulation by the new board
of public utility commissioners; the PUC could review the activities of each
individual management company, but the activities of the holding company—
Public Service Corporation of New Jersey—could not be scrutinized.42

Figure 13 – The Marion Generating
Station in Jersey City, Public
Service’s first large electrical plant,
which started operation in 1906.

New Jersey began oversight of utilities with the New Jersey State Railroad
Commission in 1907, followed by the Board of Public Utility Commissioners in
1910. In response to the creation of regulatory bodies that would oversee each
aspect of its business, Public Service Corporation divided its services into three
entities between 1907 and 1910. It created the Public Service Railway Company
in 1907, in direct response to New Jersey’s establishment of a State Railroad
Commission that year. Similarly, in 1909 and 1910, Public Service incorporated

Utilities
A public utility (usually just utility) is a business that provides an everyday necessity to the public at large. The term utility applies to services such as
electricity, natural gas, water, and sewage. Telephone services and telecommunications, as well as mass transit, airlines, and railroads, can be included within
the definition and either are or have been subject to regulation. Utilities can be publicly or privately owned, but most are private businesses.
The concept of public utilities developed as small local competing suppliers were consolidated into much larger companies at the turn of the twentieth
century. Generally, these businesses had a monopoly on the services provided, meaning that one company had sole operation of the utility within a given area.
More than one provider could not build its own infrastructure through the territory of another, and the infrastructure required to produce and deliver a product
such as electricity or water is very expensive to build and maintain. As a result utilties came to be considered natural monopolies, whereby society can be best
served by a single supplier.
In return for the special rights and privileges they were granted as single suppliers, public utilities became obligated to provide consumers with good service
at reasonable, stable prices. Utilities are now subject to forms of public control and regulation, ranging from local community-based groups to statewide public
utility commissions.
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PURSUING THE ELECTRICITY MARKET

Early Electric Generation Facilities and Capacities

With a near monopoly on the traction business in the state, Public Service’s
primary source of income was from their streetcar railways, followed by their
gas business. Gas remained dominant over electricity through 1915; electricity
receipts didn’t overtake the revenue from traction until 1922.43
Like the electric railways, public electricity distribution required huge
investments for steam engines, dynamos, wires to carry current, and poles
to carry the wires. Customers were difficult to come by—gas was still the
primary source for lighting and manufacturers were reluctant to invest in
electric motors to power their machinery.44
Public Service established its service area in New Jersey within a decade of its
start. The electrical business was expanding at a rate of about 11 percent per
year. General inefficiency and the cost of keeping up with innovations spurred
the movement away from individual plants. Slowly companies abandoned
their power stations to purchase electricity at reduced rates.45 By the start of
World War I, Public Service Electric Company faced frustrating shortages of
both materials and manpower. Coal to operate their generating stations had
to be purchased on the open market and the company experienced delays of
new equipment. Unable to keep up with increasing demands, the company
refused new applications for power not related to the war effort.46
Changes to the myriad of generating stations acquired by Public Service were
skillfully orchestrated. In 1906, just three years after its formation, the company
established its first parallel operation by connecting the Marion, Coal Street,
and Secaucus plants so that they ran as a single unit. The electricity from
the three stations was pooled, which increased reliability and provided cost
savings. Station or individual generators could be brought on line or switched
off in response to changing demand. Thus parallel operation became the
practice across Public Service. Public Service quickly reconfigured its
electricity assets to make them more profitable, substations were reorganized,
new facilities added, and old ones abandoned or put to another use.47
A similar process had already been started in the central part of the state by a
previous owner when that electrical company was acquired by Public Service
in 1905. Metuchen was developed as a central station that supplied a series
23
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of substations, a process that Public Service continued under its ownership.
The problem was that the Metuchen plant could not become a major station
because of issues with the water supply. Water was used in the boilers to
produce steam and in the condensers. The ground water supplied by wells
was too hard for boiler use, and water flow from a nearby brook proved
insufficient for cooling. City water was purchased and a cooling tower built,
but this too was not adequate in warm weather. In 1911 a new 9,000-kilowatt
station was built in Perth Amboy and subsequently enlarged, and the smaller
3,000-kilowatt Metuchen station was closed in 1921.48
Public Service opened its new Burlington station in 1914 and replaced five small,
obsolete stations. The following year, its 6,000-kilowatt capacity was increased
by the addition of an 11,250-kilowatt steam turbine generator. The Essex plant
began operation in 1915, outfitted with a single 22,500-kilowatt generator.49
By 1916 it was apparent that the existing 13,200-volt network was no longer
adequate. Public Service began to upgrade their system in response to the
rapid development within their territory. The company established its first
26,000-volt circuit in 1917 between Elizabeth and Metuchen. However, the war
greatly delayed system-wide upgrades. Following the end of World War I,
Public Service was committed to improving its distribution lines and made plans
Public Service Corporation 1903-1927
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to construct a 132,000-volt system and convert its one- and two-phase service
to three-phase. The need for system expansion was reiterated in the company
reports in 1922 and appropriations made to accomplish the work. Public Service
continued to devote resources to expand its larger central stations.50

Figure 14 – Kearny Electric Station
nearing end of construction in 1925

In 1923 Public Service began construction of its largest generating station.
Located on the Hackensack River on a 105-acre site in the New Jersey
Meadowlands, the Kearny plant was the first major project of the newly
formed Public Service Production Company. The production company was
established in 1922 as a separate corporation from the electrical division to
handle design and construction throughout the Public Service network. The
Meadowlands site was midway between the Marion and Essex generating
plants, and consisted of marshland that was often partially submerged during
high tide. Construction of the new Kearny plant would prove challenging.

To support the massive structure with its five large generators and 15 boilers,
22,000 piles had to be driven into the soft ground. Twelve thousand tons of
steel, seven million bricks, and large quantities of concrete topped the piles
to build what would be one of the largest and most efficient steam-electric
generation stations in the world.51 Kearny was built and designed in two
sections and finished in 1926.52 The plant featured five turbo-generators in the
first section powered by coal-generated steam boilers, which increased the
overall capacity of the system by approximately 205,100 kilowatts. The Kearny
plant which had its own 132kV substation and connected to both the Essex and
Marion stations through 132,000-volt transmission lines, gave Public Service
a combined generating capacity of approximately 504,000 kilowatts and was
one of the largest and most efficient generating units in the United States.53
In 1926, while the Kearny Generating Station was in its first year of operation,
Electrical World praised its economy and reliability and Public Service’s
system-wide investments to ensure “continuous service” to its customers.54
Public Service had 33 generating stations in 1911, but by the 1920s this number
had been reduced to four large plants: Kearny, Essex, Marion, and Burlington.
The transition was immensely important. The four generators produced
two billion kilowatt-hours of power, compared with the power generated
previously by the 33 facilities, which was less than one-third billion kilowatthours. A fifth power plant at Perth Amboy was retained as a back-up unit.55
After 1918 war-related industry was replaced by other industrial activities and
the demand for home use of electricity increased greatly. Appliances such as
the refrigerator, washing machine, vacuum cleaner, radio, and phonograph,
many of which could be purchased or leased from Public Service, began to
become popular. In 1899, 75 percent of gas produced nationally was used for
lighting, but by 1919 only 20 percent of gas was used for lighting. Gas became
the fuel for domestic heating, hot water, and preferred for kitchen ranges
(where gas was available).56 Electrical World claimed that “Power, in the
form of electricity, has worked an economic revolution in the country”; stating
that it was a “social force” that had “introduced a new standard of living in
American homes.”57
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